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a b s t r a c t 

A numerical post-processing strategy to reconstruct the size of soot primary particles is presented in 

this work in the context of the chemical sectional models. The proposed technique is based on solving 

the transport equation of the primary particle number density for each considered aggregate size. The 

chemical source terms are derived from the corresponding chemical reactions. 

The validity of the proposed approach is tested on target flames of the International Sooting Flame 

(ISF) Workshop. In particular, first, a laminar premixed ethylene flame is considered. Profiles of soot vol- 

ume fraction and mean primary particle size are compared between simulation and measurements and 

a satisfactory agreement is observed, validating the proposed post-processing strategy. Second, a lami- 

nar coflow ethylene flame is put under the scope. Numerical results are compared to experimental data 

once again in terms of soot volume fraction and primary particle size. The sensitivity to model parame- 

ters, such as accounting for surface rounding and the choice of the smallest aggregating particle size, is 

explored. 

Once validated, the effect of dilution on the mean primary particle diameter in laminar diffusion 

flames is examined. The general trends observed experimentally are recovered. The correlation between 

temperature, precursor concentrations, soot volume fraction and primary particle diameter is explored. 

Finally, formation rates and residence time along the particle trajectories are investigated to explain the 

effect of dilution on the spatial localization of the biggest particles along the flame. The relation between 

the soot volume fraction and the mean primary particle diameter is examined. 

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of The Combustion Institute. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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1. Introduction 

The control of soot (or particulate matter – PM) production

by human activity or forest fires is one of the main concerns

for the combustion community in terms of environmental pro-

tection for many reasons. For example, high absorption of visible

or near-infrared light by soot particles is believed to be related

to global warming due to the increased radiative forcing [1] ; the

soot deposit on snow increases the light absorption and decreases
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he reflection, consequently accelerating the melting process [2] ;

erosols emitted into the atmosphere can cause or enhance respi-

atory, cardiovascular, infectious and allergic diseases [3] . All these

rocesses depend not only on the number of particles and their to-

al mass, but also on their size and, in particular, on their surface

4] . 

Despite the importance of particle surface, numerical and

xperimental tools for the characterization of this key quantity

till have to be improved. This is mainly due to the complexity

f the problem since soot particles are the result of numerous

ocal chemical and collisional processes leading to a population

f particles of different size and morphology [5–8] . In particular,

t is generally assumed that small particles have a spherical

hape whereas large particles have a fractal-like nature and are

omposed of small, quasi-spherical identical building blocks of
stitute. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 
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Nomenclature 

�x mesh cell size in the radial direction 

�y mesh cell size in the axial direction 

˙ � chemical source term 

˙ ω reaction specific chemical source term 

V diffusion velocity 

v flow velocity 

μ stoichiometric coefficient of formed species 

ν stoichiometric coefficient of reacting species 

ρ mixture density 

ρpp primary particle number density 

ρsoot soot density 

BIN soot section 

C r correction constant for surface rounding 

d amean arithmetic mean diameter 

d CMD count median diameter 

d geom 

geometrical mean diameter 

d mono mean d pp derived with assuming monodisperse dis- 

tribution 

d pp primary particle diameter 

d pp , N min 
diameter of the smallest soot particle accounted in 

d mean calculation 

d pp , N s diameter of the smallest aggregating particle 

f v soot volume fraction 

h Planck constant 

M molecular weight 

N Av Avogadro constant 

N a number of aggregate soot sections 

N g number of gaseous species 

n pp primary particle number per aggregate 

N s index of smallest BIN with solidified particles 

R reaction rate 

S aggregate surface 

S Birth birth rate of primary particles 

S Death consumption rate of primary particles 

V aggregate volume 

X non-aggregate chemical species 

Y species mass fraction 

Glossary 

PPSD Primary Particle Size Distribution 

ISF International Sooting Flame 

PSD Particle Size Distribution 

MOM Method of Moments 

ADSM Aerosol Discrete Sectional Model 

CDSM Chemical Discrete Sectional Model 

F32 ISF coflow laminar flame 3 with 32% volumetric 

ethylene content 

F40 ISF coflow laminar flame 3 with 40% volumetric 

ethylene content 

F60 ISF coflow laminar flame 3 with 60% volumetric 

ethylene content 

F80 ISF coflow laminar flame 3 with 80% volumetric 

ethylene content 

PBE Population Balance Equation 

LII Laser-Induced Incandescence 

TIRELII Time-Resolved Laser-Induced Incandescence 

RR Resonance Stabilized Radicals 

YDB Yale Diffusion Burner 

PAH Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons 

iameter d pp , called primary particles. Once the volume ( V ) of

ne aggregate and the d pp are known, the surface area can be

btained as S = 6 V d −1 
pp . Therefore, in order to properly estimate
he pollutant contribution of a burner, in addition to the classical

article size distribution (PSD), it is essential to understand the

volution of the primary particle size distribution (PPSD) along a

ame and to correctly model it. 

Concerning the numerical models, most of them are limited

o predict exclusively the PSD [9–15] . In general, modeling the

rimary particle size is a challenging and computationally ex-

ensive task. For this, the description of soot particles has to be

ivariate as, beside the mass or the volume, an additional variable

surface, primary particle size or primary particle number) has to

e tracked, resulting in a two-dimensional distribution function. 

Among the different available descriptions, the Monte Carlo

MC) approach is a very accurate statistical technique capable to

redict soot particles evolution, including information on their

hape. MC simulations were performed by several researchers

16–19] , but they are limited to zero or one-dimensional cases

16–23] due to their high computational cost. 

Recently, alternative numerical soot models were extended to

ccess information about primary particle diameter ( d pp ) like the

ethod of moments (MOM) and the sectional model. 

The method of moments, originally suggested by Frenklach

nd Harris [24] , is based on the transport of the moments of the

SD function. This model has been extended by Mueller et al.

25,26] to a bivariate version capable of providing information

bout the primary particle size. Alternative bivariate MOMs have

een developed by Yuan et al. [27,28] . This family of modeling

ethods [29–35] has been applied on premixed laminar flames

22,29,36–38] , on counterflow and coflow flames [29,36] and on

urbulent flames [34,39] to investigate d pp . However, the bivariate

OM models available in literature do not provide direct access to

he PPSD, which is the long term objective of this work. 

A promising alternative approach for soot prediction is the sec-

ional soot model. Based on the way of treating the soot particle

nteractions, two types of sectional models can be distinguished:

he aerosol discrete sectional models (ADSM) and the chemical dis-

rete sectional models (CDSM). For both, the mass spectrum of

oot particles are divided into discrete sections, each of them be-

ng representative of aerosol particles (ADSM) or chemical species

CDSM) in a given mass range. 

Classically, the ADSM models are based on assuming spherical

articles [13,40,41] . Only recently, the approach has been extended

o obtain information on PPSD by transporting an additional

ariable [14,42,43] . The new variable can be either the particle

urface [43] or the primary particle number [14,42,44–51] . Such

xtension may drastically increase the computational cost. Addi-

ionally, multiple subsections per mass section can be considered

o account for the polydispersed character of d pp in aggregates

ith a given size as done by Nakaso et al. [52] for titania nanopar-

icles. However, the associated computational cost is too high for

ulti-dimensional problems. Alternatively, to predict the primary

article size with the aerosol sectional model a volume-surface re-

ation can be presumed [53] . However, even if such an approach

o not increase the CPU cost of the sectional method, it should

e noticed that the presumed volume-surface law is not general.

n addition, it can be shown that the law proposed in [53] im-

licitly models aggregates as composed by primary particles with

 given constant diameter, corresponding to the diameter of the

iggest spherical particles allowed by this law. Therefore, it can be

xpected that the evolution of the primary particle diameter for

ggregate is not correctly accounted for. 

Concerning the chemical sectional soot approach, several mod-

ls were developed and used for soot formation modeling in the

ast decade [13,14,40,41,54–58] . These models solve a conservation

quation for each species’ molar concentration or mass fraction.

he interaction between two representative species of the soot

ections (BINs) or a BIN and a gaseous species is described by a
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chemical reaction. The reaction rates are determined through the

Arrhenius’ equation. The rate constants are derived from reference

reactions and are usually similar if they belong to the same type of

formation process: soot inception, Hydrogen-Abstraction-Carbon-

ddition (HACA), surface growth, Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocar-

bon (PAH) condensation, dehydrogenation, coalescence or oxida-

tion [56] . The differences between these processes are therefore

incorporated in the kinetic mechanism. Usually, the chemical sec-

tional model also includes subsections to distinguish between BINs

with different H/C ratio, level of dehydrogenation [56,57] . This ex-

pansion of the mechanism with subsection provides more informa-

tion and an improved description but also increased computational

cost. Currently, the CDSMs assume either spherical molecules for

all sections [13,40,41] or spherical molecules for small particles be-

low a critical particle size and constant primary particle size for

larger particles, i.e. aggregates [56] . The extension of CDSM to a bi-

variate version (particle size-primary particle size) is possible and

it provides a new perspective to the kinetic mechanism validation.

Furthermore, access to the reaction rates and the PPSD can help to

reveal which conditions and formation processes result in particles

with large surfaces. 

In this context, the objectives of this work are twofold. The first,

main objective is to present a general post-processing model for

CDSM suitable to obtain information on the mean primary particle

diameter and test its performance while coupled with a state-of-

the-art CDSM. For this, a new variable, the primary particle num-

ber density, is transported for each aggregate species. This exten-

sion adopts the same assumptions about the behavior of primary

particles as done by Wen et al. [14] , Park et al. [59] and Mueller

et al. [25,26] . The model is incorporated into the detailed kinetic

mechanism of the CRECK Modeling Group [56] . 

Here, the tracking procedure is used as a post-processing tool,

meaning that new results on d pp are not considered to recalcu-

late the reaction rates. This neglected coupling may affect the re-

sult’s accuracy, but it is here preferred in order to limit the com-

putational cost. Coupled with the reaction kinetics, the simulations

might get expensive, therefore coupling is a long term target. In

addition, the use of the tracking procedure as a post-processing

method allows to identify if big discrepancies are detected be-

tween the new d pp predictions and the one based on the classical

assumptions of CDSM methods. This may provide an indication of

the need for accounting for the coupling in the future simulations

of the considered flames. 

The new tracking model is validated by considering two of the

reference flames of the International Sooting Flame (ISF) Workshop

[60] . In specific: the third premixed ISF target flame (ISF-premixed-

laminar-3) and the third laminar coflow flame (ISF-coflow-laminar-

3) with 80% ethylene content are considered. 

After validating the model, the second objective is to study the

variation of the primary particle size due to dilution with the help

of the knowledge gained about the soot formation processes by a

CDSM. For this, the full series of the ISF-coflow-laminar-3 flames

(32% (F32), 40% (F40), 60% (F60) and 80% (F80) ethylene/nitrogen

volume content in the fuel stream) is put under the scope. The

variation of primary particle size is then explored. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.1 the gen-

eral primary particle tracking method for CDSM is presented and

the transport equation of primary particle number density is de-

rived. In Section 2.2 the kinetic mechanism of CRECK Modeling

Group [56] , used to perform the calculations, is briefly described.

In Sections 3.1 and 3.2 the performance of the combined model

is tested by comparing the numerical results to the available ex-

perimental data. The mean d pp calculated with the new method

is compared to the ones derived from former primary particle

size assumptions of CDSMs (spherical particles and constant pri-

mary particle size in the aggregates). Parallel to the validation, the
esult’s sensitivity to the model parameters is discussed. Finally,

he effect of dilution on the primary particle size is discussed in

ection 4 for the ISF-coflow-laminar-3 flame series. 

. Model description 

In this section, the general model for determining the primary

article size in the aggregate BIN sections of a CDSM is presented.

he new variable, the primary particle number density ( ρpp ), is in-

roduced and the transport equation governing its evolution is de-

ived. In Section 2.2 , a short overview of the kinetic mechanism, in

hich the primary particle tracking was incorporated, is given. 

.1. Primary particle tracking for CDSMs 

The pathway for the formation of aggregates used by the

ivariate models mentioned in the previous section was originally

uggested by Lahaye [6] . It assumes that first a multitude of small

articles are formed. Second, their growth or collision result in

arger, but still spherical particles that solidify later on. Finally,

he collision of the solidified particles produces aggregates. These

an grow larger by further aggregation, by condensation or surface

rowth. 

Following the model of Lahaye [6] , particles below the solidi-

cation limit (BIN i , i < N s ) are considered to coalesce completely,

esulting in spherical molecules, whereas pure aggregation is as-

umed between particles larger or equal to the limit (for BIN i , i ≥
 s ). 

The interactions of small and big particles are taken as a splash

f the former on the latter distributing its mass homogeneously

n the surface. This last interaction, similarly to obliteration, leads

o a more spherical shape, thickening the connection of primary

articles [17,18,43] . In the following, the shape modifications lead-

ng to increased sphericity will be referred to as “surface rounding”

egardless of the process’ type. 

The new variable, the so-called primary particle number den-

ity ( ρpp, i ), is defined for each soot section and represents the

umber of primary particles of type BIN i per mass unit. For not

olidified (spherical) particles the primary particle number density

an be derived from the molecular weight ( M i ) and the mass frac-

ion ( Y i ) as: 

pp,i = 

Y i N A v 

M i 

i ≤ N s (1)

here N Av is the Avogadro constant. Therefore, no additional trans-

ort equation needs to be solved for BIN i with i < N s . 

ρpp ,N s is the primary particle number density for the smallest

article colliding without coalescence. This particle is still consid-

red spherical as it was formed by coalescence or surface growth,

herefore ρpp ,N s can be derived by Eq. (1) . 

The primary particles are assumed to possess the same chemi-

al, thermal and transport properties as the representative species

f the section, therefore the conservation equation for the aggre-

ate BINs ( BIN i i > N s ) takes the following form: 

∂ 

∂t 
(ρρpp,i ) + ∇ · (ρρpp,i v ) = −∇ · (ρρpp,i V i ) + 

˙ �pp,i (2)

here ρ is the density of the mixture, v is the velocity, V i is the

iffusion velocity of the BIN i [61] and 

˙ �i is the chemical reaction

ource term. Due to the high Schmidt number characterizing the

oot particles [62] , the contribution of molecular diffusion is neg-

igible. Only thermal diffusion plays a significant role [63] and was

ncluded in the transport equation. 

The chemical reaction source term is the sum of contributions

f each reaction related to BIN i ( ̇ ω l,i ), which is the result of the

ink ( S Death, l,i ) and the formation ( S Birth, l,i ) terms of the specific
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eaction: 

˙ 
pp,i = 

∑ 

l 

˙ ω l,i = 

∑ 

l 

(
S Death,l,i + S Birth,l,i 

)
(3)

here l is the index of the reaction. The formation rate is a func-

ion of all the reaction rates ( R ) in which BIN i is involved, as de-

cribed in details in the following. 

The source term depends only on the primary particle number

f particles colliding without coalescence and can be determined

or a general reaction of shape: 

 s + N a ∑ 

i = N s 
νi BIN i + 

N s −1 ∑ 

i =1 

νi BIN i + 

N g ∑ 

j=1 

ν j X j 

= > 

N s + N a ∑ 

i = N s 
μi BIN i + 

N s −1 ∑ 

i =1 

μi BIN i + 

N g ∑ 

j=1 

μ j X j (4) 

here X are gaseous species, N g is the number of gaseous species,

 a is the number of aggregate BINs, ν i and μi are the stoichio-

etric coefficients. Regarding the change in the primary particle

umber only the first terms on the two sides of the reactions are

elevant, as coalescing BINs and gaseous species do not affect the

rimary particle number of the aggregates directly. 

The primary particle number in the i th aggregate BIN species

 n pp, i ) can be expressed by: 

 pp,i = 

M i ρpp,i 

Y i N A v 
(5) 

The consumption of BIN i type primary particles originating

rom reaction l can be expressed as: 

 Death,l,i = −νi M i ρppi 

Y i 
R l (6) 

here R l is expressed in molar units. 

The total number of new particles resulted from reaction l is

he sum of the original particles (LHS of the reaction) multiplied by

he term (1 − C r ) to account for the surface rounding phenomenon,

ith C r being the correction factor derived later. Consequently, the

otal source term ( S Birth, l ) for the birth of the primary particles by

eaction l is expressed as: 

 Birth,l = 

N s + N a ∑ 

k = N s 
(1 − C r ) 

νk M k ρPBk 

Y k 
R l (7)

The born primary particles are distributed among the resultant

arge BINs conserving the average primary particle mass similarly

o the model of Thompson and coworkers [14] . Therefore, the re-

ultant chemical source term can be written in the form: 

˙  l,i = 

μi M i ∑ N s + N a 
k = N s μk M k 

N s + N a ∑ 

j= N s 
(1 − C r ) 

ν j M j ρpp, j 

Y j 
R l 

︸ ︷︷ ︸ 
S Birth,l,i 

−νi M i ρpp,i 

Y i 
R l ︸ ︷︷ ︸ 

S Death,l,i 

(8) 

A drawback of this type of primary particle assignment to the

esultant species is that all new primary particles have the same

ize, causing a narrower PPSD. However the mean primary particle

ass is conserved. 

In the current model, the primary particles are assumed to have

oint contact within a soot particle at all instance. Actually, surface

ounding would increase the area of contact between neighboring

rimary particles, partially merging them. Therefore, in order to

ccount for the above-mentioned merge of primary particles, the

rimary particle number should decrease, which is realized by C r . 

The correction factor is derived from the assumption of Patter-

on and Kraft [43] , i.e. the change of the particle surface area ( dS )
or a deposited dV volume is related to the initial surface S init : 

dS 

dV 

= 2 

(
S init 

4 π

)
−1 / 2 (9) 

The deposited volume can be obtained for the general reaction

s: 

V = 

1 

ρsoot 

( N s + N a ∑ 

i = N s 
νi M i −

N s + N a ∑ 

i = N s 
μi M i 

)
(10) 

here ρsoot is the soot density. 

Changing the variable from surface to primary particle number,

he correction factor takes the form: 

 r = 

2 

V init n pp,init 

(
1 − 1 √ 

n pp,init 

)
(11) 

here V init and n pp,init are the initial volume and primary particle

umber of the molecules. 

Three different characteristic diameters may be extracted from

he obtained PPSD: the arithmetic mean diameter ( d amean ), the ge-

metrical mean diameter ( d geom 

) – which is equal to the count

edian diameter ( d CMD ) in case of a lognormal distribution – and

 diameter assuming monodisperse distribution while preserving

he total soot mass and primary particle number ( d mono ). They are

efined as follows: 

 amean = 

∑ N max 

k = N min 
d pp,k ρpp,k ∑ N max 

k = N min 
ρpp,k 

(12) 

 geom 

= 

( N max ∏ 

k = N min 

(d pp,k ) 
ρpp,k 

)
1 / 

∏ N max 
k = N min 

ρpp,k (13) 

 mono = 

(
6 

πρsoot 

∑ N max 

k = N min 
Y k ∑ N max 

k = N min 
ρpp,k 

)
1 / 3 (14) 

here N max and N min are the indexes of largest and smallest BIN

onsidered to calculate the mean diameter, respectively. This also

etermines the low cut-off size, i.e. the smallest particle accounted

 d pp ,N min 
) to calculate the mean diameter. This quantity is not a pa-

ameter of the post-processing procedure. As it will be shown in

he following, its value may affect the obtained numerical results

n the mean primary particle diameter, whereas the soot volume

raction is only slightly dependent on this quantity (since small

articles do not largely contribute to the total mass). Unfortunately,

he experimental d pp ,N min 
value is often unknown so that uncer-

ainties on this quantity has to be kept in mind when performing

he comparison between experimental and numerical data. 

.2. Detailed kinetic mechanism 

The above-described model was incorporated into the kinetic

echanism of the CRECK Modeling Group [56] , which includes 189

aseous species and a sectional soot model with 20 sections. In

his work, the kinetic mechanism was extended with 4 further

ass sections in order to cover the aggregate size range in the

eavily sooting flames. This sectional model splits up the large hy-

rocarbon species primarily based on mass and secondary based

n H/C ratio. 3 H/C subsections are assigned for heavy PAHs (from

IN 1 to BIN 4 ) and soot particles from BIN 5 to BIN 10 and 2 H/C sub-

ections for BIN 11 and BIN 10 and soot aggregates (from BIN 13 to

IN 20 ). The result is 50 subsections resulting in 100 species to de-

cribe the PAHs and soot particles, due to the separate treatment

or radicals and molecules. Each new section (BIN 21 to BIN 24 ) has

 H/C subsections with the hydrogenation levels defined for BIN 20 ,

nd the original spacing between the BINs is kept. 

In its original form, the kinetic mechanism considers soot par-

icles as spheres and soot aggregates as an assembly of uniform
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Fig. 1. Soot volume fraction comparison between experimental (marks) and numer- 

ical (solid line) results for the ISF-premixed-laminar-3 flame. 

Fig. 2. Simulated d amean , d mono and d geom for two values of the low cut-off size 

( d pp , N min 
= 2 nm in black and d pp , N min 

= 5 nm in red) for the ISF-premixed-laminar-3 

flame. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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1 The choice of d pp , N min 
has a marginal impact on the soot volume fraction com- 

pared to the experimental uncertainties, the maximum deviation between the two 

profiles was below 15 ppb. 
sized primary particles, with the size of the last spherical particle

(BIN 12 , i.e. ∼ 10 nm) and a fractal dimension of 1.8. 

2.3. Kinetic mechanism extension with primary particle tracking 

The above described chemical mechanism was extended by in-

cluding the tracking of primary particles. To keep the consistency,

N s = 12 is taken for the primary particle calculations, i.e. the

smallest aggregating particle has a diameter of ∼ 10 nm ( d pp , N s ≈
10 nm ). It means that one primary particle per molecule was as-

sumed for BINs smaller or equal to BIN 12 (spherical particle as-

sumption) and the transport equation was solved only for the ag-

gregate BINs (BIN i i > 12). 

As already said, the implementation of the primary particle

tracking was done without the two-way coupling between d pp and

the kinetic mechanism, i.e. the change of the primary particle size

was not considered in the reaction kinetics, calculated from the

original assumption ( d pp ≈ 10 nm). According to Patterson and

Kraft [43] the error introduced by neglecting this coupling is mod-

erate compared to the imperfection of the kinetic mechanism, once

the aggregate nature is considered. However, this cannot be con-

sidered valid for every kinetic mechanism and condition, so that

the error by neglecting the coupling cannot be quantified here.

Nevertheless, the proposed method can provide a first estimation

of the need for accounting for such coupling by highlighting the

differences between the assumed and the calculated d pp . Account-

ing for such coupling can be considered as a potential improve-

ment of the model, but the quantification of its effect on the pre-

diction of the soot volume fraction ( f v ), of the PSD and the PPSD is

outside of the scope of the current work. 

3. Validation 

In the following, the model combining the CRECK Modeling

Group’s kinetic mechanism [56] and the proposed primary particle

tracker will be tested in a premixed laminar ethylene flame and in

a coflow laminar ethylene diffusion flames. The numerical soot vol-

ume fraction and the mean primary particle size will be compared

to the available experimental data to quantify its accuracy and to

prove its interest compared to the “classical” description based on

spherical particle assumption or considering constant primary par-

ticle size for aggregates. 

3.1. Premixed ethylene/air flame 

The model is here validated on a premixed flame. The ISF-

premixed-laminar-3 was chosen for validation as it is the target

flame for Laser-Induced Incandescence (LII) measurement, which

can provide information on the primary particle size when the

time-resolved evolution of the LII signal is considered [64–66] . Due

to the simplicity of the flame, the simulation is easy to carry out

and the performance of the new extended chemical model can be

put under the focus without fearing errors potentially introduced

by improper modeling of the flow field or of the flow-flame in-

teraction. The measurement rig of the target flame [67–69] is a

so-called McKenna burner producing a premixed flat ethylene/air

flame with an equivalence ratio of 	 = 2.1. 

The numerical simulation was performed with the

OpenSMOKE++ framework [70] . The inlet velocity and the species

mass fractions were prescribed according to the experimental

setup and the temperature profile was imposed as suggested by

the ISF Workshop [60] . The numerical length of the domain was

chosen equal to 4 cm, which is sufficient to minimize the effects

of the outlet boundary conditions. 
.1.1. Results 

In Fig. 1 , experimentally measured soot volume fractions

69,71,72] are compared to the numerical results using d pp ,N min 
=

 nm , i.e. considering that the smallest soot particle experimentally

easured has a diameter of 2 nm. The wavelengths, used for the

xtinction-scattering measurements, are indicated in the brackets

n the legend of Fig. 1 . The deviations among the experimental re-

ults reach up to a factor of ∼ 6 in the upper flame region. The

imulation result is then in reasonably good agreement with the

easurements and follows the general trend, i.e. the soot volume

raction increases with the height above the burner (HAB). 

The three mean diameters defined in Eqs. (12) –( 14 ) have been

xtracted from the numerical PPSD using two low-cut-off sizes

 pp , N min 
= 2 nm and d pp , N min 

= 5 nm . Results are plotted in Fig. 2

ith both d pp , N min 
values. 1 Figure 2 allows highlighting the differ-

nces between the possible definitions for the mean primary par-

icle diameters (by comparing d amean , d mono and d geom 

) as well as

o investigate the effect of the choice of the d pp , N min 
value, which

epends on the sensitivity of the experimental technique and is

ften unknown. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the experimentally determined [67–69] mean primary particle diameter and the numerical values (shaded area) (a) d amean and (b) d mono for the 

ISF-premixed-laminar-3 flame. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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A bimodal distribution with a significant amount of very small

oot particles (2–5 nm) is classically observed for a wide range of

onditions [12,73–75] . The current flame possesses a similar por-

ray. Therefore, though the soot volume fraction only slightly dif-

ers by modifying the low cut-off size, the impact on the mean

iameters is significant. This is important to recall when valida-

ion with experimental results is attempted. In the current flame,

he numerically obtained distribution of particles above 5 nm is

ery narrow. Therefore, the three types of mean diameters are very

imilar for d pp , N min 
= 5 nm . On the contrary, for d pp , N min 

= 2 nm the

hree definitions differ significantly. In specific, the monodisperse

ssumption gives higher values than the arithmetic and the count

ean diameter. This has to be kept in mind while performing vali-

ation with different measurement techniques, which may provide

ifferent characteristic diameters. 

The profile of d mono with d pp , N min 
= 2 nm shows an unexpected

ehavior, by decreasing in the zone close to the burner exit (at

AB = 0.2–0.3 cm). In this region the soot volume fraction is be-

ow 0.2 ppb and particles above 5 nm just start to evolve. As d mono 

s calculated based on the particle volume, which is proportional

o the 3rd power of the diameter, large particles largely contribute

o d mono compared to small particles, resulting in an unexpectedly

arge d mono for this region. 

It can be concluded that the choice of the correct d pp , N min 
value

ay impact the results on the mean d pp . However, it should be no-

iced that this parameter is not introduced by the proposed track-

ng procedure, but it is related to the experimental sensitivity, i.e.

he capability of the experimental setup to capture small soot par-

icles. On the one side, based on the study of Betrancourt et al.

76] , soot particles as small as 2 nm can absorb laser energy and

mit LII signal. While in a population with mainly small particles

heir signal can be detected, small particles’ contribution to the LII

ignal in the presence of large particles is negligible, so that it is

ifficult to determine the exact value of d pp , N min 
for LII measure-

ents. 

On the other side, the size of the smallest thermophoretically

ampled particle detected by Transmission Electron Microscopy

TEM) depends on the optical apparatus and therefore can vary

rom setup to setup. De Iuliis et al. [77] highlight in their work

he difficulty of capturing small particles. For the current flame,

he distribution obtained with TEM by Bladh et al. [67] show no

articles detected below 5 nm, but the lower detection limit is not

xplicitly defined. Therefore, when comparing the obtained numer-

cal results to the experimental data, we need to account for such

ncertainty. 
Figure 3 shows the mean d pp obtained by experiments with

EM [67,68] and LII [68,69] and the results of the numerical simu-

ation. To account for the uncertainty of the smallest detected pri-

ary particle a range of possible mean diameters are derived by

arying the d pp , N min 
between 2 and 5 nm (green shaded area). 

While from TEM measurements the arithmetic mean (“amean”)

as calculated, the diameters derived from the LII signals were

xperimentally obtained by assuming a monodisperse distribution

“mono”) of self-standing particles without aggregate structure. To

e consistent with the experimental definition, numerical results

or d amean and d mono are presented for TEM and LII measurements,

espectively. As TEM images were showing high primary particle

umber per aggregate in the upper flame region [68] , an LII sig-

al reevaluation with the assumption of 100 primary particles per

ggregate was carried out by Bladh et al. [68] at HAB = 1.8 cm

this is marked by n pp = 100 on Fig. 3 ). The mean diameter with

he new assumption dropped from 28 to 18.5 nm indicating that

II signal evaluations without accounting for aggregate structure

n this region probably intensively overestimate the mean primary

article diameter. 

The diameters determined by Axelsson et al. [69] at HAB =
 mm and by Bladh et al. [68] at HAB = 6 mm with LII are smaller

han 5 nm, indicating that a significant amount of very small par-

icles (2–5 nm) are present close to the burner, consequently the

 pp , N min 
= 2 nm may be more appropriate in this region. 

Before drawing final conclusions on the model’s performance,

he sensitivity to the model parameters, i.e. accounting or not for

urface rounding and the size of the smallest aggregate d pp ,N s , are

nvestigated. 

Sensitivity to model parameters 

When applying the post-processing technique, surface rounding

ffects can be considered or not. In order to investigate the role of

uch a process on the results, Fig. 4 shows the deviance of the cal-

ulated mean diameters determined when neglecting the surface

ounding. The effect of the correction term is negligible (below 3%)

t all HABs for both d pp , N min 
values and almost all diameter defini-

ions. However, it plays an important role in the lower flame region

HAB ∼ 0.3–0.7 mm) when calculating d mono with d pp , N min 
= 2 nm.

Another key parameter of the post-processing model is d pp , N s ,

.e. the size of the smallest aggregating particle. The smallest ag-

regating particle might differ from the one assumed in the pre-

ented calculations for consistency with the original CRECK model

 d pp , N s = 10 nm). Therefore, the sensitivity to this parameter was

nvestigated by modifying N s to 10 and 14, resulting d pp , N s ≈ 6.4
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Fig. 4. Deviance of the calculated mean diameters determined when neglecting the 

surface rounding for the ISF-premixed-laminar-3 flame ( d pp , N min 
= 2 nm in black 

d pp , N min 
= 5 nm in red). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the experimentally determined d mono with the numeri- 

cal values (shaded area) for the ISF-premixed-laminar-3 flame: effect of the smallest 

aggregating particle diameter d pp , N s ( d pp , N min 
= 2 nm ). (For interpretation of the ref- 

erences to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 

this article.) 
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and 16 nm, respectively. A range of possible diameters (green

shaded area) was determined in case of d pp , N min 
= 2 nm and rep-

resented in Fig. 5 . A deviation of ± 15% can be observed compared

to the baseline (solid line). The profile of the distribution remains

qualitatively the same. 

Taking into account all the above considerations, the overall

agreement between the numerical and the experimental results

presented in Figs. 3 and 5 can be considered satisfactory. Simu-

lation results and their uncertainties due to model parameters are

within the experimental error bars, so that the model can be con-

sidered validated on this flame. 

3.2. Coflow laminar diffusion flame 

Motivated by the promising results of the 1D flame, a more

challenging flame was targeted. The flow and the flame structure

of coflow non-premixed cases are more complex than the ones

from premixed flames such as the ISF-premixed-laminar-3 flame.

Though the increased use of TiRe-LII for experimental d pp determi-

nation, a limited number of measurements can be found for lam-

inar diffusion flames. To explore the validity of the primary parti-

cle model on such a flame, the ISF-coflow-laminar-3 flame was a

proper choice, because several experimental results are available.
n addition, for this kind of flame, the formation processes of ma-

ure soot particles like aggregation are more relevant (soot par-

icles up to d pp = 70 nm were observed with TEM [78] at high

quivalence ratio) allowing for a complementary validation of the

ost-processing procedure compared to the results of Section 3.1 . 

The burner (YDB) was originally designed at Yale University

79,80] and shared with other laboratories. The simulation results

re compared below with the experimental results obtained at the

M2C Laboratory [81] and at the University of Adeilade [78] . Here,

nly a brief overview of the configuration is given, while a detailed

escription can be found in the above-referred papers. 

Ethylene-nitrogen mixture and air were injected through two

o-axial tubes with an internal diameter of 3.9 mm (0.38 mm

all thickness) and of 50 mm, respectively. The bulk velocity was

5 cm/s for both inlets. A uniform inlet profile was ensured with

 honeycomb mesh at the airflow side. The fuel side is usually as-

umed to have a fully developed, parabolic velocity profile gener-

lly developed in tubes. The measurements were carried out with

our different dilutions for the fuel stream: 32% (F32), 40% (F40),

0% (F60) and 80% (F80) ethylene content respect to the volume.

he validation is here performed on the richest flame, which is the

ost challenging operating condition due to the presence of big

ggregates. Results on d pp for the other ethylene contents will be

resented in Section 4 , whereas the soot volume fraction results

re provided as Supplementary material. 

.2.1. Numerical setup 

The simulations were performed with the laminarSMOKE code

61] , which operates in the framework of OpenFOAM and was

pecifically designed to solve multidimensional laminar reacting

ows with detailed kinetic mechanisms. The classical conservation

quations – mass, momentum, energy and species – for continu-

us, multicomponent, compressible, thermally-perfect mixtures of

ases (including the chemical source terms) were solved. Measure-

ents showed that particle size does not exceed 1 μ m, therefore,

articles can be assumed to follow the gas flow in the current lam-

nar diffusion flames [82] . 

The thermophoretic and Soret effects were accounted for in the

imulation and the buoyancy effect was considered. The flow field

as calculated with a SIMPLE solver [83,84] and a second order

entered spatial discretization scheme was applied. 

The simulation domain was simplified to two dimensions as a

esult of the axial symmetry of the problem. The structured nu-

erical mesh of size 15 × 7 cm (height × radial extent) accounts

or 3600 cells in case of the coarse mesh (80 × 45, �x ≈ 0.3 mm

nd �y ≈ 1 mm in the flame region) and 41,600 cells for the fine

esh (400 × 104, �x ≈ 0.15 mm and �y ≈ 0.2 mm in the flame re-

ion), both with increased resolution in the flame region. The ex-

ent of the mesh ensured that the boundary conditions do not af-

ect the flame region. Due to the intense computational demand

f the high-resolution mesh, the simulations with the finer mesh

ere carried out only for F32 and F80. 

Dirichlet conditions were imposed to fix the velocity, the tem-

erature and the composition on the inlet. At the fuel inlet (in-

er stream) a fully developed, parabolic velocity profile was as-

umed. A uniform flow profile was imposed for the oxidizer (outer)

tream. The streams were injected with a bulk velocity of 35 cm/s,

tmospheric pressure and 293 K temperature. Neumann conditions

ere adopted to model the outflow at the top of the computational

omain. At the centerline, symmetry conditions were imposed. 

.2.2. Results 

In the following section, the flame with 80% volumetric ethy-

ene content in the fuel stream is investigated. The soot volume

raction is compared to the measurement results found in the lit-

rature. 
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Fig. 6. ISF-coflow-laminar-3 F80: comparison of normalized soot volume fraction in the whole flame cross-section (left) and the along centerline (right) between measure- 

ments [81,85,86] and simulation. 

Table 1 

ISF-coflow-laminar-3 F80: Soot volume fraction peak values in ppm. 

Case Yale Pyro [85] Yale LII [86] EM2C LII [81] Numerical 

Max f v 4.0 4.3 4.65 1.67 
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In Fig. 6 the experimental [81,85,86] and the numerical soot

olume fractions normalized by their peak value (values provided

n Table 1 for each case) are presented in the flame cross-section

nd along the centerline. The numerical determination of soot

olume fraction was performed using d pp , N min 
= 2 nm . As for the

remixed case, the difference observed when assuming d pp , N min 
=

 nm is marginal (less than 1%). The peak value of the experimental

oot volume fraction is ∼ 3 times higher than the numerical sim-

lation. The simulation predicted faster soot oxidization, which re-

ults in a shorter axial sooty region. However, it should be noticed

hat the transition of the high soot volume fraction region from the

enter to the wings with decreasing dilution was captured by the

umerical simulations (See Fig. 1 of the Supplementary material). 

Being able to correctly predict this feature if particularly chal-

enging for a soot model and is rarely verified in literature. Recent

odels may provide good agreement for one specific coflow flame,

ut usually obtain a mismatch for other flames [49,50,86–88] .

lternatively, they may capture the peak value for several coflow

ames, but without providing the spatial distribution for the vary-

ng dilution [89] , so that the agreement with experiment cannot

e definitely assessed. Furthermore, only a few models have been

ested both on premixed flames and coflow flames [41,49] . The

erein used kinetic scheme was validated on various premixed

ames [56,90–93] and no model parameter adjustment was carried

ut for the current cases. Despite the underprediction in terms of

 v and length of the centerline sooty region, as the performance is

n accordance with the state-of-the-art models, the results will be

sed to apply the new procedure and evaluate its interest. 
Different cases have been considered to estimate the primary

article size for the 80% flame, summarized in Table 2 . 

First, the impact of the retained definition for the mean d pp is

valuated in cases a-b-c. In addition the effect of the low cut-off

ize on the d pp results can be evaluated by comparing case d to

ase a. It should be noticed that the variability introduced by the

efinition for the calculation of the mean diameter and the choice

f d pp , N min 
is not due to the proposed post-processing procedure,

ut it is related to the general issue of correctly comparing ex-

erimental and numerical results. Results for these four cases are

resented in Fig. 7 and it can be observed that the variability can

e important and it has to be taken into account to perform a con-

istent validation of the numerical results. 

Similarly to the 1D case, the monodisperse diameter (case b)

s the largest, followed by the arithmetic mean diameter (case c)

nd by the count mean diameter (case a). The characteristics of

he spatial distribution are very similar: the highest values are lo-

ated on the wings, rapidly increasing between ∼ 1 and ∼ 2.5 cm

AB, while decreasing from ∼ 4 to ∼ 5 cm HAB. Along the center-

ine, after a rapid increase, a plateau of mean d pp appears before

xidation of the particles. 

By comparing case (a) to case (d) it is possible to verify that the

hoice of the low cut-off size may introduce a significant variability

or the mean primary particle size, similarly to the 1D case investi-

ated in Section 3.2 . By choosing a smaller d pp , N min 
, the maximum

iameter dropped from 22 nm to 17 nm and the whole spatial dis-

ribution is modified. In addition, in the inner region, the d geom 

hifted to lower values when considering d pp , N min 
= 2 nm. As al-

eady stated, the choice of this parameter is mainly governed by

he sensitivity of the experimental setup to capture small particles

resence. In this case, no information is provided by the authors

n [81] . However, where large particles are present, small particles

below 5 nm) are generally not expected to be detected by LII es-

ecially for high delay times [76,94] . As the ISF-coflow-laminar-3

eries is characterized mainly by a larger mean primary particle
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Table 2 

ISF-coflow-laminar-3: F80 numerical simulation cases. 

Case Low cut-off size Prim. Part. model Surf. rounding Mean def. d pp ,N s 

a BIN 8 (5 nm) post-proc. active geom BIN 12 (10 nm) 

b BIN 8 (5 nm) post-proc. active mono BIN 12 (10 nm) 

c BIN 8 (5 nm) post-proc. active amean BIN 12 (10 nm) 

d BIN 5 (2 nm) post-proc. active geom BIN 12 (10 nm) 

e BIN 8 (5 nm) d ag , pp = 10 nm – geom BIN 12 (10 nm) 

f BIN 8 (5 nm) Vol. equiv. sphere – geom BIN 12 (10 nm) 

g BIN 8 (5 nm) post-proc. inactive geom BIN 12 (10 nm) 

h BIN 8 (5 nm) post-proc. active geom BIN 10 (6.4 nm) 

i BIN 8 (5 nm) post-proc. active geom BIN 14 (16 nm) 

Fig. 7. ISF-coflow-laminar-3: numerically determined d geom , d mono and d amean (cases 

specified in Table 2 ). 
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size compared to the ISF-premixed-laminar flame, it may be rea-

sonable to assume that the contribution of small particles to the LII

signal is negligible and then to consider d pp , N min 
= 5 nm. Neverthe-

less, it is important for future validations to dispose of an indica-

tion of the experimental low cut-off size as the whole comparison

can be biased by this choice. 

In order to evaluate the performances of the newly developed

method for tracking mean d pp , the numerical results are compared

to the experimental data from Franzelli et al. [81] in Fig. 8 . Re-

sults obtained using the original mechanisms’ description of d pp 

[56] (case e) and assuming a spherical assumption (case f) are also

provided in Fig. 8 to highlight the interest of the proposed tech-

nique. 

It can be observed that the implemented model (case a and b)

gives a better estimation of d pp than the previously applied as-

sumptions. Indeed, the maximum d pp value is correctly localized

in the flame wings whereas a lower almost constant value is ob-

served along the flame centerline. On the contrary, for case e the

mean d pp value is homogeneously equal to 10 nm. This value cor-

responds to d pp ,N s proving that in this case, the contribution of

small spherical particles to the mean d pp is negligible compared to

the aggregates. Though the spherical particle assumption (case f)
rovides larger maximal d geom 

as expected, the spatial distribution

f d geom 

is clearly unsatisfactory. 

On the contrary, with the new model, a plateau of the d pp value

s observed between ∼ 4.5 and ∼ 6.5 cm along the centerline in

greement with the measurements. The d pp on the wings slightly

ecreases between HAB = ∼ 3.5 and ∼ 5 cm HAB both in the ex-

eriments and in the numerical simulation. 

To conclude, it has to be observed that the maximum value of

 pp is underestimated by a factor of 3 compared to the experimen-

al values obtained by LII [81] . In addition, the contrast between

he centerline and the wings is not that significant in the numeri-

al results as in the experiments. However, the dominance of large

articles on the wings is correctly captured, leading to a relevant

mprovement compared to the original CSDM results and to the

phericity assumption. 

In addition to the LII measurement data [81] , the mean diam-

ters obtained with TEM by Kempema and Long [78] are available

t 3 locations on the centerline and 3 locations on the wings. In

ig. 9 the numerical and the experimental mean d pp is compared

long the centerline and at the three TEM measurement heights

n the wings. As the radial coordinates of the TEM probe loca-

ions were not provided, the numerical values are here extracted

t maximum d pp location of a given height. The numerical results

how a quite good agreement with the TEM data both along the

enterline and the wings. It should be reminded that it is well

nown that TEM and LII techniques do not strictly measure the

ame quantity and that some discrepancies can be observed among

hese two approaches [81] . Consequently, it is not possible to dis-

riminate what is the correct experimental database to be used to

alidate the model. However, it is possible to conclude that the nu-

erical results are in a reasonable agreement compared to the ex-

erimental uncertainties. 

Sensitivity to model parameters 

In order to clarify the relevance of this procedure, it is impor-

ant to discuss the sensitivity to its parameters. Therefore, as done

or the premixed case, the effect of the surface rounding and the

alue of d pp ,N s on the results is investigated here. 

The role of the correction parameter for surface rounding can

e determined by comparing case (a) to case (g) (in Fig. 10 ). Due

o the high contribution of condensation and surface growth pro-

esses, the correction for surface rounding significantly impacts the

rimary particle diameter (contrary to the premixed case shown in

ection 3.2 ). When neglecting the surface rounding correction the

aximum d geom 

changes from ∼ 22 to ∼ 18.2 nm. This highlights

he different nature of laminar diffusion and premixed flames and

he importance of introducing the C r factor into the model. 

The sensitivity to the choice of the smallest aggregating parti-

le size, d pp ,N s , was also tested. The variation of the d geom 

is de-

icted in Fig. 10 . By modifying d pp ,N s to 6.4 nm (case h) and 16 nm

case i), from the baseline 10 nm (case a), the values of d geom 

are

lightly modified. However, the characteristics of the spatial profile

re unchanged. 
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Fig. 8. Experimental results [81] on d pp compared to the numerical results using the new strategy (cases a and b), assuming aggregates with constant d pp (case e) and 

spherical particles assumption (case f) in F80. 
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oxidation to localize the different soot reaction zones. The field 

2 Chemical reactions BIN i = > BIN j i ≤ 4 and j ≥ 5 . 
3 Sum of surface growth by condensation of PAH, heavy PAH and resonance sta- 

bilized radicals, and the HACA-mechanism [56] . 
Overall, it can be concluded that even if the quantitative d pp 

alues may depend on the model parameters and improvements of

he CSDM description are still needed, the interest of the proposed

racking procedure is clearly proven since it allows to recover the

patial trend of d pp , greatly improving the original description. In

ddition, since relevant differences are detected between the newly

redicted d pp values and the ones obtained with the original CDSM

ssumption, accounting for the coupling of the soot reaction ki-

etics with d pp information may modify the prediction on f v and

epresents a possible future improvement of the CRECK Modeling

roup’s detailed model. 

In the following, this technique is applied to the investigation

f the dilution effects on the spatial distribution of d pp in the YDB

ame series. 

. Dilution effects on the mean primary particle diameter 

The four reference dilution values (32%, 40%, 60%, and 80% of

thylene in the fuel mixture), experimentally characterized in [81] ,

re considered here. Both experimental and numerical results of

he d geom 

are represented in Fig. 11 . Similarly to the 80% case,

he quantitative values of d geom 

are underestimated by a factor

f 3–5 compared to experiments for all the flames. Based on the

ifference between TEM and LII results, between different LII re-

ults (a factor of 3 has been observed when comparing d mono from

ranzelli et al. [81] and Foo et al. [95] for the F32 case) and the nu-
erical errors previously discussed, only a qualitative comparison

s attempted here. 

In terms of d pp trends, the experimental behavior is correctly

eproduced: a nearly homogeneous value of d geom 

is retrieved for

he 32% and the 40% cases, whereas the 60% and the 80% cases

re characterized by the presence of big particles localized in the

ame wings. It should be noticed that a better agreement with ex-

eriments is expected by improving the kinetic mechanism pre-

iction on f v and by coupling the d pp information to the reaction

ates calculation. However, the main characteristics are well repro-

uced and the conclusions of the base evaluation are not expected

o change significantly. 

In the experimental work [81] , it was inferred that the ob-

erved increase of f v and d pp levels in the flame wings with fuel

resence in the diluted mixture was due to two different phenom-

na: the increase of precursors concentrations and the change in

he flame temperature. To validate (or not) the experimental con-

lusions, the temperature, the heavy PAH concentration and the

oot formation rate are investigated for F32 and F80 in Fig. 12 . The

ame temperature is presented in Fig. 12 a, together with isolines

f 10% of the maximum rate for nucleation, 2 mass growth, 3 and
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Fig. 9. d pp along the centerline and at three HAB on the wing for ISF-coflow-laminar-3. Comparison of numerical results to LII results [81] and TEM data [78] . 

Fig. 10. Numerical d pp results using the new strategy with different model param- 

eters in F80. 
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of heavy PAH (BIN 1 -BIN 5 ) concentration is plotted in Fig. 12 b,

whereas the soot inception rate and the total mass growth rate

are presented in Fig. 12 c. 

By looking at the nucleation and growth regions in Fig. 12 a, it

can be noticed that in both situations the soot mass production

does not occur in the high-temperature region, so that the increase

of the maximum temperature value does not seem to directly af-

fect soot production and, consequently, the primary particle diam-

eter size. On the contrary, soot production seems to be localized

in a region where T ≈ 1800 K , whose extension increases with the

ethylene content in the mixture, leading to a higher total soot pro-

duction but not necessarily to a higher local peak of production in

the flame wings. 
By looking at Fig. 12 b, it can be observed that the concentration

f soot precursors increases with the ethylene content. The for-

ation rates significantly intensify downstream of the high heavy

AH concentration region, which may indicate the connection be-

ween increased ethylene content, increased precursor concentra-

ion, intensified growth process and finally higher soot formation

nd d pp . However, it should be noticed that the maximum of PAH

oncentration and growth rate is localized in the centerline also for

80, despite the maximum of d pp is observed on the wings. There-

ore, the increase of temperature and PAH concentration does not

eem to be directly responsible for an increase of d pp in the flame

ings. 

To understand the presence of the maximum mean d pp value

n the flame wings for the F80 case, it should be reminded that

he d pp depends not only on the local rates of the formation pro-

esses but also on the residence time of the fluid parcel in the

rowth and nucleation area. In analogy, the particle history will

lso affect the size of its primary particles. In Fig. 13 , the rate

f growth processes and the d geom 

are plotted as a function of

he residence time along the centerline for both the F32 (red)

nd the F80 (black). The link between HAB and residence time

s indicated in Fig. 13 b. Along the centerline, both nucleation and

rowth show a profile consisting of a single peak. It can be ob-

erved that the formation of larger primary particles in the cen-

erline for the F80 case is on the one hand due to the increased

ntensity of the growth process and on the other hand due to

he increased time spent by the particles in the region of growth

rocesses. 

In addition, to investigate the flame wings, a streamline has

een chosen in a way that it passes through the location of the

aximum d geom 

for the F80 flame. The evaluation performed along

his streamline is presented in Fig. 13 in green. The scenario at the

ings is more complex than the one from the centerline: nucle-

tion and growth processes overlap for a long period and their

hape deviates significantly from the trend along the centerline.

ven if the peak of growth rate is similar along the centerline and

he wings, the time spent by the particle in the wings is longer

ompared to the centerline so that bigger primary particles are

ormed. 

By looking to results of Fig. 13 b., it can be observed that, along

he wings of F80, the d geom 

strongly increases where the contri-

ution of growth processes are significantly higher than soot in-

eption. Then, between 20 and 25 ms residence time (HAB = 2.8–

.5 cm) the mean d pp value slightly reduces with the HAB, before
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Fig. 11. Experimental [81] and numerical mean primary particle diameters ( d geom ) for four dilutions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 12. (a) Isolines of nucleation (Nu-white), growth processes (Gr-black) and oxidation (Ox-white) rate reaching 10% of the maximum value with temperature distribu- 

tion,(b) heavy PAH (BIN 1 -BIN 5 ) concentrations with isoline f v = 0 . 01 ppm and(c) soot inception (left) and growth process rates (right) with isoline f v = 0 . 01 ppm in the F32 

and F80 flames. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 13. (a) nucleation and growth intensity (b) d geom and HAB along centerline for F32 (red) and F80 (black) and streamline crossing maximum d geom location for F80 

(green). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 14. (a) d geom and f v correlation for all ISF-coflow-laminar-3 flames. Black lines indicate 3rd root relation between d geom and f v . (b) d geom and f v correlation in F80 flame 

colored by residence time [s]. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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the intense oxidation of the soot begins. In this ‘plateau’ region the

soot volume fraction is still increasing ( Fig. 6 ) but the mean d pp 

value is almost constant due to the intense production of small

particles that attenuates the effects of growth processes. The ob-

served behavior is slightly in contradictions with the conclusions

of Franzelli et al. [81] inferring a positive correlation between pri-

mary particle size and soot volume fraction. 

In order to characterize the relation between d geom 

and f v ,

the numerical results for the four coflow flames are presented in

Fig. 14 . The black lines indicate the 3rd root relation between d geom 

and f v . Assuming a monodisperse distribution, these lines corre-

spond to a f v growth for a constant total primary particle den-

sity ( ρpp,tot ). This feature occurs when nucleation and coagulation

are negligible and surface growth and condensation are the main

processes. A positive correlation between the two variables is ob-

served in agreement with the one inferred by Franzelli et al. [81] . 

When decreasing the fuel dilution, the values of both the

largest d geom 

and the largest f v increase, but the regions for F32,

F40 and F60 mainly overlap. For small soot volume fraction, the

d geom 

greatly increases following the 3rd root relation, indicating

that it is the results of surface growth and condensation processes.
n the F80 case, different { d geom 

, f v } pairs appear even for small

 v values compared to the other three cases. The oxidation of the

arge and numerous aggregates results in small primary particles.

owever, they still represent a significant amount of soot volume

raction resulting in a low d geom 

for f v < 0.4 ppm in the higher

thylene content flames. 

In order to understand the origin of the new ranges, let us first

ecall the effect of the soot related processes. The coalescence in-

reases the diameter, while f v remains constant. The oxidation de-

reases both the diameter and f v , however, as small particles ox-

date faster and may be completely consumed, it may lead to a

ossible overall increase of d geom 

. The inception increases the f v ,

hile the mean diameter is decreasing towards the nuclei size. The

rowth processes increase both the mean diameter and f v . As high-

ighted earlier, not only the rate of the process, but also the resi-

ence time in the different regions is important. In Fig. 14 b the

esidence time is presented. d geom 

= 20 nm is reached in less than

5 ms and the further increase of residence time is not resulting

n significantly larger d geom 

but in f v increment. It can be observed

hat d geom 

is not strictly related to the residence time in general.

his is related to the fact that the residence time in the active re-
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Fig. 15. d geom and f v correlation in F80 flame colored by (a) the total primary particle number density [#/cm 

3 ] and by the rate of (b) Growth process (b) Inception and (d) 

Oxidation [mg/cm 

3 s]. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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ions of the soot formation processes are crucial. The total primary

article number and the process rates of inception, growth pro-

esses, and oxidation are presented in Fig. 15 . 

For small f v , large d geom 

values can be reached through coales-

ence. The ρpp,tot remains almost constant while larger d geom 

is

eached, which indicates that the inception and the coalescence

ancel each other’s effect on ρpp,tot . The large f v region coincides

ith the high growth process intensity, however, between ∼ 0.8

nd ∼ 1.4 ppm the growth processes do not lead to larger d geom 

round ∼ 20 nm. This can be explained by the fact that an in-

rease of primary particle number density caused by inception is

bserved, which overcomes the effect on d geom 

by the growth pro-

esses and the coalescence. The largest d geom 

is reached where

he oxidation, the growth processes, and the inception are present.

ince d geom 

is dependent on the shape of the PPSD, the combina-

ion of the various processes can result in a d geom 

increment. These

bservations indicate that despite a general positive correlation be-

ween f v and d geom 

the primary particle size may vary in a limited

ange for the various f v values. 

From the discussed analysis, it can be concluded that the ef-

ect of dilution on the transition of d pp peak values from the cen-

erline to the flame wings cannot be linked in a straightforward

anner to an increase of temperature and precursor concentra-
 2  
ion. The contribution rate and location of the different formation

nd destruction processes to the soot particle evolution changes

ith the increase of ethylene content. This is not only due to dif-

erences in the flame structure but also in the streams’ physical

roperties, in particular, the velocity field governing the trajectory

f the particles and, consequently, their residence time in growth

egions. 

. Conclusions 

Currently available chemical discrete sectional models (CDSMs)

o not provide information about the primary particle size. In this

ork, a general primary particle post-processing method was pro-

osed for CDSMs. The performance of the model combined with

he kinetic mechanism of the CRECK Modeling Group [56] was

ested on ISF target flames [60] : a premixed laminar ethylene

ame [69] and a coflow diffusion ethylene flame series [80] with

arious dilutions. The model included a correction for the surface

ounding, which turned out to play a significant role in the coflow

iffusion flames where surface growth is more intense. 

The sensitivity to the low cut-off limit used to calculate the

ean diameter was investigated. The influence of the change from

 nm to 5 nm was significant, which suggests to have a careful
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look at the smallest detected primary particle size of the measure-

ments while validating the numerical results. 

The soot volume fraction was well predicted for the ISF-

premixed-laminar-3 flame (within the uncertainty limits) and the

numerically obtained mean primary particle size showed good

agreement with the experimental results [67–69] . 

For the ISF-coflow-laminar-3 flame the soot volume fraction

was underpredicted by a factor of ∼ 3 to 4 for all four dilu-

tions. Similarly, the d pp values are smaller than the LII experi-

mental data [81] by a factor of 2–4, and slightly smaller than the

TEM results [78] indicating that improvements of the CDSM are

needed. 

However, it has been observed that the mean d pp determined

with the new method is providing a qualitative agreement for all

dilutions compared to the results obtained with the typical as-

sumptions of CDSMs, i.e. assuming spherical aggregates or constant

primary particle size for all aggregates. 

Having access to a detailed description of the soot production

processes, the effect of dilution on the localization and the level

of mean primary particle diameter has been discussed. In partic-

ular, it has been shown that the residence time plays an impor-

tant role in the localization of primary particle diameter. Finally,

it has been proven that the positive correlation between primary

particle size and soot mass fraction inferred by Franzelli et al.

[81] is globally observed, but it is not strictly verified. In the up-

per part of the wings of the F80 flame the intense nucleation re-

sults in a decreasing mean primary particle size despite the soot

volume fraction is still increasing. Furthermore, at low soot vol-

ume fractions, the mean diameter might increase without a sig-

nificant soot volume increment due to inception and subsequent

coalescence. 

Overall the new method was shown to be a promising tool for

evaluating primary particle size in numerical simulation of flames

where CDSM is applied. A better understanding of particle forma-

tion was possible with combining the knowledge gained about the

soot processes by using the CDSM and the primary particle num-

ber tracking. 

As future work, in order to improve the performance of the

kinetic mechanism, the coupling between the predicted primary

particle size and the chemical reaction coefficients should be

implemented. Combining the proposed primary particle analy-

sis with other kinetic mechanisms might be also a target of

interest. 
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